
DIRETO



DIRETO
INTERACTIVE & EASY TRAINING

Practical and efficient, ideal for targeted and effective training sessions, DIRETO sums up all the best features 

that a home trainer needs to have, for those who want to train indoors on their own bike and only want the best.

DIRETO is placed at the high end of the Elite home trainers range, alongside with the Drivo, currently the n°1 Elite 

home trainer. Both home trainers strive for absolute perfection, and Direto is a perfect product that translates into 

perfect training sessions. 

One of the best things about this totally interactive home trainer is its integrated OTS (Optical Torque Sensor) 

power meter, which measures power with +/- 2% accuracy. DIRETO’s pedaling analysis option (available as an 

in-app purchase) measures power during the whole pedaling movement and sets 12 points that determine how 

much effort you put in your legs, so you can optimize your training session. The My E-Training software and app 

with pedaling analysis option (available as an in-app purchase) displays DIRETO’s measured power data on two 

different types of charts.

DIRETO also simulates challenging slopes, up to 14%, with a 1400 Watt power output at a 40 km/h speed. 

DIRETO combines all the advantages of a professional instrument in an easy and intuitive package that can be used 

by anyone. The consistent training metrics it produces are key to satisfy the needs of those that want high quality 

data to guide their training sessions. 

These are many of the qualities that set DIRETO at the top of Elite home trainers range. It’s a precise and very stable 

home trainer. Easy to use, transport and put back after use, DIRETO can be used at home or in the office. Now you 

can escape the daily routine by planning indoor training sessions. 



DIRETO is part of the new generation of totally interactive ANT+ FE-C & Bluetooth compliant home trainers that interact with a multitude 

of apps, software, computers and devices (smartphones and tablets) with iOS, Android, MacOS and Windows. Anywhere, anytime, with 

just a few clicks, just set the course or training program and start pedaling; DIRETO will handle the rest by automatically adjusting the 

resistance and managing your training session. Your pedaling passion combined with DIRETO accuracy is the perfect pairing you need to 

obtain perfect training sessions.

No more boring training sessions! DIRETO, just like all other Elite interactive home trainers, offers many training possibilities. The home 

trainer can be managed with the following available software: it’s compatible with My E-Training (compatible with Android, iOS, Windows 

and Mac) and available with a 12-month free subscription. That’s not all. DIRETO is compatible with the following available softwares, 

amongst many others:

Zwift, TrainerRoad, The Sufferfest, Kinomap, Bikevo

The Online training revolution has already started! 

The mechanism is simple and intuitive, these software display the rider’s avatar on screen so for instance you can train with a friend 

that’s far away or permit to take part in a proper training session with other users: gaming, training and social are combined in a single 

product. It’s a popular format that has created an ever-growing community. Training has never been so effective and fun at the same time!

WHY A DIRETO?

•It’s a new totally interactive ANT+ FE-C & Bluetooth home trainer, compatible with all software supplied by Elite and with the other most 

used platforms, so the cyclist can go online to challenge other users. 

•Direct drive for easy set-up and zero tyre wear or slippage.

•It’s ideal for any type of training, specifically for those training sessions directed towards working on: cadence, power and sprints that 

require absolute accuracy.

•It simulates slopes up to 14% and develops 1400 Watt power output at a 40 km/h

•It’s practical and easy to use: very stable, easy to transport, folds quickly for storage even with limited space available.

•It’s compatible with both road and MTB frames, including 142 x 12 with thru axles 



Interactive direct transmission with electronically managed magnetic brake

Integrated OTS (Optical Torque Sensor) power meter

+/- 2%

ANT+ (FE-C Power and Speed & Cadence) and Bluetooth (FTMS, Power and Speed & Cadence)

14%

(40 km/h) 1400 Watt - (60 km/h) 2200 Watt

Smartphone, tablet, ANT+ FE-C and Bluetooth bike computers

My E-Training software & app, Zwift, Trainerroad, Bikevo, Kinomap, The Sufferfest and others

Power, speed and cadence

4,2 kg, high RPM

Road, Mountain and city bikes (including carbon ones), with 130-135 x 5mm hubs and quick release and 
142x12 with thru-axle

Shimano 9/10/11 speed, SRAM & Campagnolo 9/10/11 speed. An adapter that’s available from your local 
Elite dealer or www.shopelite-it.com is required for compatibility with Campagnolo

Power supply, ANT+ and Bluetooth (3 LED lights)

Yes

12-month free subscription to the My E-Training software & app

Smartphone, tablet, bike computers, sport watches, Windows and Mac, ANT+ and/or Bluetooth computers

input 100-240 volt 50-60hz 6A - output 12V 1.5A

840 x 650 mm (33.07 x 25.59 in)

550 mm (21.65 in)

300 x 650 x 550 mm (11.81 x 25.59 x 21.65 in)

15 kg (33.1 lbs)

DIRETO
FEATURES AND SPECS

Features

Home trainer type

Power monitor

Power measurement accuracy

Wireless transmission

Max slope

Max power

Management via 

Compatible with 

Output

Flywheel

Bike compatibility

      
Sprocket cassette compatibility

Connection

Firmware update

Includes

Available on

Specs:

Electrical requirements

Space occ. when unfolded (lxd)

Height

Space occupied when folded (lxdxh)

Weight




